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The Cold War in the Third World Oct 12 2020 This collection explores the complex interrelationships between the Soviet-American struggle for global preeminence and the
rise of the Third World. Featuring original essays by twelve leading scholars, it examines the influence of Third World actors on the course of the Cold War.
The Palgrave Handbook of Conflict and History Education in the Post-Cold War Era Sep 03 2022 This Handbook provides a systematic and analytical approach to the various
dimensions of international, ethnic and domestic conflict over the uses of national history in education since the end of the Cold War. With an upsurge in political, social and
cultural upheaval, particularly since the fall of state socialism in Europe, the importance of history textbooks and curricula as tools for influencing the outlooks of entire
generations is thrown into sharp relief. Using case studies from 58 countries, this book explores how history education has had the potential to shape political allegiances and
collective identities. The contributors highlight the key issues over which conflict has emerged – including the legacies of socialism and communism, war, dictatorships and
genocide – issues which frequently point to tensions between adhering to and challenging the idea of a cohesive national identity and historical narrative. Global in scope, the
Handbook will appeal to a diverse academic audience, including historians, political scientists, educationists, psychologists, sociologists and scholars working in the field of
cultural and media studies.
The End of the Cold War and the Third World Jul 21 2021 This book brings together recent research on the end of the Cold War in the Third World and engages with
ongoing debates about regional conflicts, the role of great powers in the developing world, and the role of international actors in conflict resolution. Most of the recent
scholarship on the end of the Cold War has focused on Europe or bilateral US-Soviet relations. By contrast, relatively little has been written on the end of the Cold War in the
Third World: in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. How did the great transformation of the world in the late 1980s affect regional conflicts and client relationships? Who "won"
and who "lost" in the Third World and why do so many Cold War-era problems remain unresolved? This book brings to light for the first time evidence from newly
declassified archives in Russia, the United States, Eastern Europe, as well as from private collections, recent memoirs and interviews with key participants. It goes further than
anything published so far in systematically explaining, both from the perspectives of the superpowers and the Third World countries, what the end of bipolarity meant not only
for the underdeveloped periphery so long enmeshed in ideological, socio-political and military conflicts sponsored by Washington, Moscow or Beijing, but also for the broader
patterns of international relations. This book will be of much interest to students of the Cold War, war and conflict studies, third world and development studies, international
history, and IR in general.
Diplomacy and Psychology Nov 12 2020
International Conflict Resolution After the Cold War Feb 13 2021 The end of the Cold War has changed the shape of organized violence in the world and the ways in which
governments and others try to set its limits. Even the concept of international conflict is broadening to include ethnic conflicts and other kinds of violence within national
borders that may affect international peace and security. What is not yet clear is whether or how these changes alter the way actors on the world scene should deal with
conflict: Do the old methods still work? Are there new tools that could work better? How do old and new methods relate to each other? International Conflict Resolution After
the Cold War critically examines evidence on the effectiveness of a dozen approaches to managing or resolving conflict in the world to develop insights for conflict resolution
practitioners. It considers recent applications of familiar conflict management strategies, such as the use of threats of force, economic sanctions, and negotiation. It presents the
first systematic assessments of the usefulness of some less familiar approaches to conflict resolution, including truth commissions, "engineered" electoral systems, autonomy
arrangements, and regional organizations. It also opens up analysis of emerging issues, such as the dilemmas facing humanitarian organizations in complex emergencies. This
book offers numerous practical insights and raises key questions for research on conflict resolution in a transforming world system.
The Cold War in the Middle East Dec 26 2021 This edited volume re-assesses the relationship between the United States, the Soviet Union and key regional players in
waging and halting conflict in the Middle East between 1967 and 1973. These were pivotal years in the Arab-Israeli conflict, with the effects still very much in evidence today.
In addition to addressing established debates, the book opens up new areas of controversy, in particular concerning the inter-war years and the so-called ‘War of Attrition’, and
underlines the risks both Moscow and Washington were prepared to run in supporting their regional clients. The engagement of Soviet forces in the air defence of Egypt
heightened the danger of escalation and made this one of the hottest regional conflicts of the Cold War era. Against this Cold War backdrop, the motives of both Israel and the
Arab states in waging full-scale and lower-intensity conflict are illuminated. The overall goal of this work is to re-assess the relationship between the Cold War and regional
conflict in shaping the events of this pivotal period in the Middle East. The Cold War in the Middle East will be of much interest to students of Cold War studies, Middle
Eastern history, strategic studies and international history.
Cold War Literature Feb 25 2022 The Cold War was the longest conflict in a century defined by the scale and brutality of its conflicts. In the battle between the democratic
West and the communist East there was barely a year in which the West was not organising, fighting or financing some foreign war. It was an engagement that resulted – in
Korea, Guatemala, Nicaragua and elsewhere – in some twenty million dead. This collection of essays analyses the literary response to the coups, insurgencies and invasions
that took place around the globe, and explores the various thematic and stylistic trends that Cold War hostilities engendered in world writing. Drawing together scholars of
various cultural backgrounds, the volume focuses upon such themes as representation, nationalism, political resistance, globalisation and ideological scepticism. Eschewing the
typical focus in Cold War scholarship on Western authors and genres, there is an emphasis on the literary voices that emerged from what are often considered the ‘peripheral’
regions of Cold War geo-politics. Ranging in focus from American postmodernism to Vietnamese poetry, from Cuban autobiography to Maoist theatre, and from African
fiction to Soviet propaganda, this book will be of real interest to all those working in twentieth-century literary studies, cultural studies, history and politics.
Breakthrough International Negotiation May 07 2020 A publication of the program on negotiation at Harvard Law School.
Cold Wars Mar 17 2021 A new interpretation of the Cold War from the perspective of the smaller and middle powers in Asia, the Middle East and Europe.
The End of the Cold War and The Third World Apr 29 2022 This book brings together recent research on the end of the Cold War in the Third World and engages with
ongoing debates about regional conflicts, the role of great powers in the developing world, and the role of international actors in conflict resolution. Most of the recent
scholarship on the end of the Cold War has focused on Europe or bilateral US-Soviet relations. By contrast, relatively little has been written on the end of the Cold War in the
Third World: in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. How did the great transformation of the world in the late 1980s affect regional conflicts and client relationships? Who "won"
and who "lost" in the Third World and why do so many Cold War-era problems remain unresolved? This book brings to light for the first time evidence from newly
declassified archives in Russia, the United States, Eastern Europe, as well as from private collections, recent memoirs and interviews with key participants. It goes further than
anything published so far in systematically explaining, both from the perspectives of the superpowers and the Third World countries, what the end of bipolarity meant not only
for the underdeveloped periphery so long enmeshed in ideological, socio-political and military conflicts sponsored by Washington, Moscow or Beijing, but also for the broader
patterns of international relations. This book will be of much interest to students of the Cold War, war and conflict studies, third world and development studies, international
history, and IR in general.
The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War Jan 03 2020 The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War offers a broad reassessment of the period war based on new conceptual
frameworks developed in the field of international history. Nearing the 25th anniversary of its end, the cold war now emerges as a distinct period in twentieth-century history,
yet one which should be evaluated within the broader context of global political, economic, social, and cultural developments. The editors have brought together leading

scholars in cold war history to offer a new assessment of the state of the field and identify fundamental questions for future research. The individual chapters in this volume
evaluate both the extent and the limits of the cold war's reach in world history. They call into question orthodox ways of ordering the chronology of the cold war and also
present new insights into the global dimension of the conflict. Even though each essay offers a unique perspective, together they show the interconnectedness between cold
war and national and transnational developments, including long-standing conflicts that preceded the cold war and persisted after its end, or global transformations in areas
such as human rights or economic and cultural globalization. Because of its broad mandate, the volume is structured not along conventional chronological lines, but
thematically, offering essays on conceptual frameworks, regional perspectives, cold war instruments and cold war challenges. The result is a rich and diverse accounting of the
ways in which the cold war should be positioned within the broader context of world history.
Cold War Crucible Dec 14 2020 After World War II, the major powers faced social upheaval at home and anti-colonial wars around the globe. Alarmed by conflict in Korea
that could change U.S.-Soviet relations from chilly to nuclear, ordinary people and policymakers created a fantasy of a bipolar Cold War world in which global and domestic
order was paramount, Masuda Hajimu shows.
Third World Conflict and American Response in the Post-Cold War World Nov 24 2021 The author of this report looks at the ways in which the end of the cold war
affects the pattern of violent conflict in the international system. Based on this examination, he suggests that the focus of national security attention in the new international
order is likely to shift to the Third World. Instability and war have always been a prominent feature of that part of the world, but he argues the end of the cold war will help
change both the nature of that pattern and how the United States may respond to Third World conflicts. He concludes with some suggestions about how the Army might be
affected by this change and how it can maximize its utility in the new environment.
Theory of Unipolar Politics Jul 01 2022 Theory of Unipolar Politics studies the durability and peacefulness of the post-Cold War international system.
Cold War Crucible Jul 09 2020 After World War II, the major powers faced social upheaval at home and anti-colonial wars around the globe. Alarmed by conflict in Korea
that could change U.S.-Soviet relations from chilly to nuclear, ordinary people and policymakers created a fantasy of a bipolar Cold War world in which global and domestic
order was paramount, Masuda Hajimu shows.
The Legacy of the Cold War Oct 04 2022 The unexpected end of the protracted conflict has been a sobering experience for scholars. No theory had anticipated how the Cold
War would be terminated, and none should also be relied upon to explicate its legacy. But instead of relying on preconceived formulas to project past developments, taking a
historical perspective to explain their causes and consequences allows one to better understand trends and their long-term significance. The present book takes such
perspective, focusing on the evolution of security, its substance as well as its perception, the concurrent development of alliances and other cooperative structures for security,
and their effectiveness in managing conflicts. In The Legacy of the Cold War Vojtech Mastny and Zhu Liqun bring together scholars to examine the worldwide effects of the
Cold War on international security. Focusing on regions where the Cold War made the most enduring impact?the Euro-Atlantic area and East Asia?historians, political
scientists, and international relations scholars explore alliances and other security measures during the Cold War and how they carry over into the twenty-first century.
The Middle East in International Relations Apr 05 2020 The international relations of the Middle East have long been dominated by uncertainty and conflict. External
intervention, interstate war, political upheaval and interethnic violence are compounded by the vagaries of oil prices and the claims of military, nationalist and religious
movements. The purpose of this book is to set this region and its conflicts in context, providing on the one hand a historical introduction to its character and problems, and on
the other a reasoned analysis of its politics. In an engagement with both the study of the Middle East and the theoretical analysis of international relations, the author, who is
one of the best known and most authoritative scholars writing on the region today, offers a compelling and original interpretation. Written in a clear, accessible and interactive
style, the book is designed for students, policymakers, and the general reader.
National Conflicts: Prevention, Management and Resolution Jun 07 2020 Seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject Politics - International Politics - Topic: Peace
and Conflict Studies, Security, grade: 1,7 (A-), Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg, course: Conflict and Mediation, 10 entries in the bibliography, language: English,
abstract: The post-Cold War change in political priorities brings with itself incompatibilities. Market competition and free trade have increased prosperity for some nations and
groups but left others behind. Peace and human rights do not always go hand in hand. Democratisation and increased popular participation in government can lead to minority
rights abuses. Economic development and democratisation cannot always be achieved simultaneously; in the long run, these values may be reconcilable, but in the short run,
they can generate tensions. Conflicts around the world have not declined, despite the end of the Cold War. From 1989 through 1993, a total of 90 large and small-armed
conflicts occurred. At any given time, the number of violent conflicts fluctuates around 50 each year. That?s why in the post cold-war era, it has become more important than
ever that the three actors in conflict prevention and resolution - governments, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and intergovernmental organisations - went hand in
hand. The crucial lesson learned from the previous peace processes had been that there could be no peace without the participation and the will of the parties and the
populations involved, for which participation of civil society was fundamental.
German-American cooperation in Post-Cold War conflicts Oct 24 2021 Seminar paper from the year 2006 in the subject Politics - Miscellaneous, grade: 1,7, FriedrichAlexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg (Institut für Politikwissenschaft), course: Germany and the U.S. – Compared and Related, language: English, abstract: What
happened to German-American relations after the Cold War ended? Or more specifically, where and why did the Germans and Americans cooperate and follow common
goals, where and why didn’t they? The Germans used to have a very positive attitude towards America. It represented strength, liberty, equality, prosperity and security which
people in Germany and certainly many other countries admired. But suddenly the named values weren’t received as good and useful qualities anymore. In contrary, America’s
demonstrations of power suddenly conveyed the apparent wish to rule the world, the desire to appear superior and to monopolize control. Germany shows a rather peaceful and
mediating approach to international conflicts. This is partly due to historical experience, esp. during the last 50 years when old enmities to other countries, like France for
instance, could successfully be buried by negotiating and signing various contracts which eventually tied them together in trade, defense, security and other matters. This
attitude though is clearly opposed to America’s mostly military strategy (and nowadays Bush’s sort of “attack is the best defence” principle) which again could be explained
with positive historical experience since from the American point of view the Cold War was won mainly by military strengh and persistence. These basic conditions must be
considered when trying to give reasons for cooperation or dissociation between Germany and America after the Cold War.
Cold War in Southern Africa Feb 02 2020 This edited volume examines the complexities of the Cold War in Southern Africa and uses a range of archives to develop a more
detailed understanding of the impact of the Cold War environment upon the processes of political change. In the aftermath of European decolonization, the struggle between
white minority governments and black liberation movements encouraged both sides to appeal for external support from the two superpower blocs. Cold War in Southern
Africa highlights the importance of the global ideological environment on the perceptions and consequent behaviour of the white minority regimes, the Black Nationalist
movements, and the newly independent African nationalist governments. Together, they underline the variety of archival sources on the history of Southern Africa in the Cold
War and its growing importance in Cold War Studies. This volume brings together a series of essays by leading scholars based on a wide range of sources in the United States,
Russia, Cuba, Britain, Zambia and South Africa. By focussing on a range of independent actors, these essays highlight the complexity of the conflict in Southern Africa: a
battle of power blocs, of systems and ideas, which intersected with notions and practices of race and class This book will appeal to students of cold war studies, US foreign
policy, African politics and International History. Sue Onslow has taught at the London School of Economics since 1994. She is currently a Cold War Studies Fellow in the
Cold War Studies Centre/IDEAS
The Third World Beyond the Cold War Jun 19 2021 The Third World Beyond the Cold War presents an overview of the changes brought about in Third World countries since
the end of the cold war. The book does so in two ways: by highlighting major areas of change in the Third World, and using regional case-studies as a meas of islating changes
specific to certain regions. The themes chosen by the editors—economics, politics, security—are not, of course, exhaustive, but are broadly interpreted so as to encompass the
major areas of change among Third World countries. The regional case-studies—Asia-Pacific, Latin America, South Asia, Africa, the Middle East—were selected to bring out
both the themes and the diversity of experience. The essays, written by leading scholars in the field of International Relations, caters for a variety of constituencies: those who
seek the `big picture' in understanding the Third World in International Relations, those who look for general patterns, explanations, and trends in Third World politics, and
those who seek up-to-date information and analysis on the progress of different regions.
International Conflict Resolution After the Cold War Dec 02 2019 The end of the Cold War has changed the shape of organized violence in the world and the ways in which
governments and others try to set its limits. Even the concept of international conflict is broadening to include ethnic conflicts and other kinds of violence within national
borders that may affect international peace and security. What is not yet clear is whether or how these changes alter the way actors on the world scene should deal with
conflict: Do the old methods still work? Are there new tools that could work better? How do old and new methods relate to each other? International Conflict Resolution After
the Cold War critically examines evidence on the effectiveness of a dozen approaches to managing or resolving conflict in the world to develop insights for conflict resolution
practitioners. It considers recent applications of familiar conflict management strategies, such as the use of threats of force, economic sanctions, and negotiation. It presents the
first systematic assessments of the usefulness of some less familiar approaches to conflict resolution, including truth commissions, "engineered" electoral systems, autonomy
arrangements, and regional organizations. It also opens up analysis of emerging issues, such as the dilemmas facing humanitarian organizations in complex emergencies. This
book offers numerous practical insights and raises key questions for research on conflict resolution in a transforming world system.
China and Middle East Conflicts May 31 2022 How do aspiring and established rising global powers respond to conflict? Using China, the book studies its response to wars
and rivalries in the Middle East from the Cold War to the present. Since the People’s Republic was established in 1949, China has long been involved in the Middle East and
its conflicts, from exploiting or avoiding them to their management, containment or resolution. Using a conflict and peace studies angle, Burton adopts a broad perspective on
Chinese engagement by looking at its involvement in the region’s conflicts including Israel/Palestine, Iraq before and after 2003, Sudan and the Darfur crisis, the Iranian
nuclear deal, the Gulf crisis and the wars in Syria, Libya and Yemen. The book reveals how a rising global and non-Western power handles the challenges associated with both
violent and nonviolent conflict and the differences between limiting and reducing violence alongside other ways to eliminate the causes of conflict and grievance. Contributing
to the wider discipline of International Relations and peace and conflict studies, this book will be of interest to students and scholars of peace and conflict studies, Chinese

foreign policy and the politics and international relations of the Middle East.
Conflict After the Cold War Nov 05 2022 Edited by one of the most renowned scholars in the field, Richard Betts' Conflict After the Cold War assembles classic and
contemporary readings on enduring problems of international security. Offering broad historical and philosophical breadth, the carefully chosen and excerpted selections in
this popular reader help students engage key debates over the future of war and the new forms that violent conflict will take. Conflict After the Cold War encourages closer
scrutiny of the political, economic, social, and military factors that drive war and peace. New to the Fifth Edition: Original introductions to each of 10 major parts as well as to
the book as a whole have been updated by the author. An entirely new section (Part IX) on "Threat Assessment and Misjudgment" explores fundamental problems in
diagnosing danger, understanding strategic choices, and measuring costs against benefits in wars over limited stakes. 12 new readings have been added or revised: Fred C. Iklé,
"The Dark Side of Progress" G. John Ikenberry, "China’s Choice" Kenneth N. Waltz, "Why Nuclear Proliferation May Be Good" Daniel Byman, "Drones: Technology Serves
Strategy" Audrey Kurth Cronin, "Drones: Tactics Undermine Strategy" Eyre Crowe and Thomas Sanderson, "The German Threat? 1907" Neville Henderson, "The German
Threat? 1938" Vladimir Putin, "The Threat to Ukraine from the West" Eliot A. Cohen, "The Russian Threat" James C. Thomson, Jr., "How Could Vietnam Happen? An
Autopsy" Stephen Biddle, "Afghanistan’s Legacy" Martin C. Libicki, "Why Cyberdeterrence is Different"
Cultures at War Jul 29 2019 The Cold War in Southeast Asia was a many-faceted conflict, driven by regional historical imperatives as much as by the contest between global
superpowers. The essays in this book offer the most detailed and probing examination to date of the cultural dimension of the Cold War in Southeast Asia. Southeast Asian
culture from the late 1940s to the late 1970s was primarily shaped by a long-standing search for national identity and independence, which took place in the context of intense
rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union, with the Peoples' Republic of China emerging in 1949 as another major international competitor for influence in
Southeast Asia. Based on fieldwork in Burma, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam, the essays in this collection analyze the ways in
which art, literature, film, theater, spectacle, physical culture, and the popular press represented Southeast Asian responses to the Cold War and commemorated that era's
violent conflicts long after tensions had subsided. Southeast Asian cultural reactions to the Cold War involved various solutions to the dilemmas of the newly independent
nation-states of the region. What is common to all of the perspectives and works examined in this book is that they expressed social and aesthetic concerns that both antedated
and outlasted the Cold War, ones that never became simply aligned with the ideologies of either bloc. Contributors:Francisco B. Benitez, University of Washington; Bo Bo,
Burmese writer (SOAS, University of London); Michael Bodden, University of Victoria; Simon Creak, Australian National University; Gaik Cheng Khoo, Australian National
University; Rachel Harrison, SOAS, University of London; Barbara Hatley, University of Tasmania; Boitran Huynh-Beattie, Asiarta Foundation; Jennifer Lindsay, Australian
National University
The Cambridge History of the Cold War Oct 31 2019 This volume examines the origins and early years of the Cold War in the first comprehensive historical reexamination of
the period. A team of leading scholars shows how the conflict evolved from the geopolitical, ideological, economic and sociopolitical environments of the two world wars and
interwar period.
US Foreign Policy and the End of the Cold War in Africa Sep 22 2021 This book investigates the end of the Cold War in Africa and its impact on post-Cold War US foreign
policy in the continent. The fall of the Berlin Wall is widely considered the end of the Cold War; however, it documents just one of the many "ends", since the Cold War was a
global conflict. This book looks at one of the most neglected extra-European battlegrounds, the African continent, and explores how American foreign policy developed in this
region between the late 1980s and the early 1990s. Drawing on a wide range of recently disclosed documents, the book shows that the Cold War in Africa ended in 1988,
preceding the fall of the Berlin Wall. It also reveals how, since then, some of the most controversial and inconsistent episodes of post-Cold War US foreign policy in Africa
have been deeply rooted in the unique process whereby American rivalry with the USSR found its end in the continent. The book challenges the traditional narrative by
presenting an original perspective on the study of the end of the Cold War and provides new insights into the shaping of US foreign policy during the so-called ‘unipolar
moment’. This book will be of much interest to students of Cold War history, US foreign policy, African politics and international relations.
Opportunities Missed, Opportunities Seized Sep 30 2019 The basic logic of preventive diplomacy is unassailable. Act early to prevent disputes from escalating; reduce
tensions that could lead to war; deal with today's conflicts before they become tomorrow's crises. Yet as we look at the record of these first years of the post-Cold War era, it is
quite mixed. There have been some preventive diplomacy successes and opportunities that have been seized by major powers and international organizations to help preserve
and protect the peace. But there also have been other opportunities that have been missed, with some of the century's most deadly conflicts the result. This study examines ten
major post-Cold War cases including Croatia-Bosnia, Rwanda, the Baltics, Russia-Ukraine, Macedonia, and North Korea_to assess the key factors contributing to both the
success and failure of preventive diplomacy. The method of case study analysis employed is based on the work of Alexander L. George. Authors include both leading
academics and prominent policy officials with first-hand knowledge.
Proxy Warfare Aug 10 2020 Proxy wars represent a perennial strand in the history of conflict. The appeal of ‘warfare on the cheap’ has proved an irresistible strategic allure
for nations through the centuries. However, proxy wars remain a missing link in contemporary war and security studies. In this timely book Andrew Mumford sheds new light
on the dynamics and lineage of proxy warfare from the Cold War to the War on Terror, whilst developing a cogent conceptual framework to explain their appeal. Tracing the
political and strategic development of proxy wars throughout the last century, they emerge as a dominant characteristic of contemporary conflict. The book ably shows how
proxy interventions often prolong existing conflicts given the perpetuity of arms, money and sometimes proxy fighters sponsored by third party donors. Furthermore, it
emphasizes why, given the direction of the War on Terror, the rise of China as a global power, and the prominence now achieved by non-state actors in the ‘Arab Spring’, the
phenomenon of proxy warfare is increasingly relevant to understandings of contemporary security. Proxy Warfare is an indispensable guide for students and scholars interested
in the evolution and potential future direction of war and conflict in the modern world.
Post-Cold War Conflicts in Africa Sep 10 2020 During the Cold War ideological and politico-military rivalries mostly dictated the actions of the competing blocs, including
their involvement in foreign conflicts. In Africa for instance, the East-West rivalry of the time not only fuelled conflicts but also appeared to undermine the use of diplomacy
as a tool for peacemaking and conflict resolution. With the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the demise of the Soviet Union however, there was a transformation of the
conflict arena in the continent, which presented new opportunities and threats. This therefore raises a fundamental question of how the end of the Cold War has affected the
character of conflicts and their successful management in Africa. Using Liberia and Somalia as case studies, Post-Cold War Conflicts in Africa analyses how the post Cold
War conflicts in these two countries and their management differed from what they would have been during the Cold War era. It shows for instance that while in Liberia the
major powers appeared content to cede the management of the conflict to the sub-regional group, ECOMOG, in Somalia, the conflict appeared to be turned into an arena for
simple military experiment without any of the old Cold War ideological rivalries playing any role in its trajectory or management. The book argues that the end of the Cold
War offers an opportunity for the successful use of a new approach to conflict management in the continent, which would be anchored on traditional African diplomacy. This
new approach would involve a triumvirate of eminent men and women from the continent, regional peacekeeping forces, and the warring factions themselves working in
concert to replace the rifle with 'talking till every one agrees'
Capturing the Complexity of Conflict Aug 29 2019 First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Post-Cold War Conflicts in Africa Aug 02 2022 Using Liberia and Somalia as case studies, Post-Cold War Conflicts in Africa analyses how the post Cold War conflicts in
these two countries and their management differed from what they would have been during the Cold War era. It shows for instance that while in Liberia the major powers
appeared content to cede the management of the conflict to the sub-regional group, ECOMOG, in Somalia, the conflict appeared to be turned into an arena for simple military
experiment without any of the old Cold War ideological rivalries playing any role in its trajectory or management. The book argues that the end of the Cold War offers an
opportunity for the successful use of a new approach to conflict management in the continent, which would be anchored on traditional African diplomacy. This new approach
would involve a triumvirate of eminent men and women from the continent, regional peacekeeping forces, and the warring factions themselves working in concert to replace
the rifle with 'talking till every one agrees'
Framing Post-Cold War Conflicts Mar 29 2022 Since the end of the Cold War, there have been many competing ideas about how to explain contemporary conflicts, and
about how the West should respond to them. This study, newly available in paperback, examines how the media interpret conflicts and international interventions, testing the
sometimes contradictory claims that have been made about recent coverage of war. Framing Post-Cold War Conflicts takes a comparative approach, examining UK press
coverage across six different crises. Through detailed analysis of news content, it seeks to identify the dominant themes in explaining the post-Cold War international order,
and to discover how far the patterns established prior to September 11, 2001 have subsequently changed. Based on extensive original research, the book includes case studies
of two "humanitarian military interventions" (in Somalia and Kosovo), two instances where Western governments were condemned for not intervening enough (Bosnia and
Rwanda), and the post-9/11 interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Peacekeeping and Peacemaking May 19 2021 The fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of the United Nations was commemorated in 1995 with a number of conferences and
publications which assessed the history and contemporary role of this paramount international organization. This book is the result of a meeting of scholars and specialists to
discuss the challenges faced by the United Nations in its efforts to intervene in post cold war conflict. In particular, the experiences seemed powerless to act in the face of acts
of genocide, gross violations of human rights and the widespread suffering caused by war, makes such an analysis timely and important.
Post-Cold War Conflict Deterrence Jun 27 2019 Deterrence as a strategic concept evolved during the Cold War. During that period, deterrence strategy was aimed mainly at
preventing aggression against the United States and its close allies by the hostile Communist power centers--the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and its allies,
Communist China and North Korea. In particular, the strategy was devised to prevent aggression involving nuclear attack by the USSR or China. Since the end of the Cold
War, the risk of war among the major powers has subsided to the lowest point in modern history. Still, the changing nature of the threats to American and allied security
interests has stimulated a considerable broadening of the deterrence concept. Post-Cold War Conflict Deterrence examines the meaning of deterrence in this new environment
and identifies key elements of a post-Cold War deterrence strategy and the critical issues in devising such a strategy. It further examines the significance of these findings for
the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps. Quantitative and qualitative measures to support judgments about the potential success or failure of deterrence are identified. Such measures

will bear on the suitability of the naval forces to meet the deterrence objectives. The capabilities of U.S. naval forces that especially bear on the deterrence objectives also are
examined. Finally, the book examines the utility of models, games, and simulations as decision aids in improving the naval forces' understanding of situations in which
deterrence must be used and in improving the potential success of deterrence actions.
After Sputnik Jan 27 2022 On October 4, 1957 in the midst of the Cold War, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik I, the first artificial earth satellite. For the West, and
especially the United States, it was a shattering blow to national morale and pride. It led to a deep-seated fear that the Soviet Union would surpass the United States in both
technology and power and that even nuclear war might be near. After Sputnik shows that the late 1950s were not an era of complacency and smugness, but were some of the
most anxious years in American history. The Cold War was by no means a time of peace. It was an era of a different kind of battle--one that took place in negotiations and in
the internal affairs of many countries, but not always on the battlefield. While many choose to remember President Eisenhower as a near-pacifist, his actions in Lebanon, the
Taiwan Straits crisis, Berlin, and elsewhere proved otherwise. Seconded by his able secretary of state, John Foster Dulles, he steered America though some of the most
difficult parts of the Cold War, not always succeeding, but preventing disaster. The Middle East and Berlin crises, the Indonesian Civil War, Fidel Castro's rise to power, and
other events are all bluntly discussed in the light of Western, and other, illusions and delusions. In this engaging history, Alan J. Levine delves deeply into this often
misrepresented period of history, and provides new insight into one of the most formative decades in American history.
National Conflicts: Management and Prevention Mar 05 2020 Seminar paper from the year 2003 in the subject Sociology - Political Sociology, Majorities, Minorities,
grade: 2.0 (B), Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg, course: Sociology of Development, language: English, abstract: The post-Cold War change in political priorities
brings with itself incompatibilities. Market competition and free trade have increased prosperity for some nations and groups but left others behind. Peace and human rights do
not always go hand in hand. Democratisation and increased popular participation in government can lead to minority rights abuses. Economic development and
democratisation cannot always be achieved simultaneously; in the long run, these values may be reconcilable, but in the short run, they can generate tensions. Conflicts around
the world have not declined, despite the end of the Cold War. From 1989 through 1993, a total of 90 large and small-armed conflicts occurred. At any given time, the number
of violent conflicts fluctuates around 50 each year. That?s why in the post cold-war era, it has become more important than ever that the three actors in conflict prevention and
resolution - governments, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and intergovernmental organisations - went hand in hand. The crucial lesson learned from the previous
peace processes had been that there could be no peace without the participation and the will of the parties and the populations involved, for which participation of civil society
was fundamental.
Third World Conflicts and International Order After the Cold War Jan 15 2021
The United Nations and Conflict Prevention in the Post Cold War Era Apr 17 2021 Inhaltsangabe:Introduction: Following the collapse of the former Soviet Union, world
affairs have entered into a new era of hopes, opportunities, threats and challenges significantly reframing the international relations of the late twentieth century and beyond. It
was a momentum that states, governments, and organizations worldwide embraced with expectations and visions of change. So did the United Nations (UN). The new era was
particularly promising for this universal organization as it had presumably overcome the paralyzed nature of its functioning throughout the Cold War. Moreover, the UN was
deemed to have acquired the freedom and authority it needs to exercise its primary obligation enshrined in the Charter, i.e. to prevent and remove through collective efforts
threats to the peace, to suppress acts of aggression and to resolve international disputes through peaceful means and in conformity with the principles of justice and
international law. The first sentence in the preamble of the Charter, while claiming the international community's determination to save succeeding generations from the
scourge of war, illustrates the high cause attached to the birth of the organization with a clear link to preventing armed conflicts. The basic idea of preventing armed conflicts is
not novel, and the term preventive diplomacy was coined by Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld already in 1960. Initially the term was understood in the context of the
Cold War, when UN efforts were undertaken to eliminate localized disputes and wars that could have provoked wider confrontations between the two superpowers.
Notwithstanding its conceptual importance and available operational tools, conflict prevention received little attention at the margins of global power politics. Traditional
diplomatic instruments such as mediation, conciliation, good offices, continued to define the toolbox of conflict prevention activities. Preventive diplomacy, however, received
particular attention because of the way Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali broadened and publicized it in his by now well-known report Agenda for Peace. The need for credible
early warning mechanisms and fact-finding missions was equally prioritized. Since the end of the Cold War, the necessity to move from a culture of reaction to a culture of
prevention has been incessantly emphasized and gradually reinforced into unequivocal policy through numerous General Assembly resolutions, Security Council resolutions
[...]
The Last of Africa's Cold War Conflicts Aug 22 2021 Portugal was the first European country to colonize Africa. It was also the last to leave, almost five centuries later.
During the course of what Lisbon called its “civilizing mission in Africa” the Portuguese weathered numerous insurrections, but none as severe as the guerrilla war first
launched in Angola in 1961 and two years later in Portuguese Guinea. While Angola had a solid economic infrastructure, that did not hold for the tiny West African enclave
that was to become Guine-Bissau. Both Soviets and Cubans believed that because that tiny colony- roughly the size of Belgium - had no resources and a small population, that
Lisbon would soon capitulate. They were wrong, because hostilities lasted more than a decade and the 11-year struggle turned into the most intense of Lisbon's three African
colonies. It was a classic African guerrilla campaign that kicked off in January 1963, but nobody noticed because what was taking place in Vietnam grabbed all the headlines.
The Soviet-led guerrilla campaign in Portuguese Guinea was to go on and set the scene for the wars that followed in Rhodesia and present-day Namibia.
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